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Introduction and Disclaimers
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My background
• B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Lehigh University (2006)

• Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from U. Delaware (2012)

• postdoc at the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)

• Prof. of Chemical Engineering at Columbia since 2014

• My research interests are centered in sustainable energy conversion.

Disclaimers / Caveats

1. Biases. My approach to searching and reading journal articles, and the software I  
use, is biased by my own personal preferences and the field I’m in… what works best  
for you might end up being very different!

2. Target audience.  Primarily beginner researchers.

3. This seminar is focused on journal articles, however, there are many other  
resources that you can or should be using to supplement your research experience  
depending on your field and project:

• Text books,  patents, popular press articles, etc.



Common Sight for a New Researcher:
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Common response #1:
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Common response #2:
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Occasional response #3:
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Today’s objective: Make the tasks for finding,  
reading, and evaluating journal articles  
significantly easier.

We will achieve this by discussing:

1. the “What” and “Why” of journal articles

2. how they are typically structured

3. how to search for journal articles

4. tips for reading, evaluating, and archiving journal  

articles



1. Academic Journal Articles: What and Why

* A journal is a discipline-specific  collection of articles that is typically published on a
monthly or quarterly basis.

What is a journal article? (aka “paper”):

• Written article published in an academic journal*.
• Often describes original scientific research results.
• Tend to have a specific structure and follow a standard academic  

writing style.
• Peer-reviewed
• Challenging to read without having proper background/training.

Advanced concepts Advanced math
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Common Types of Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles
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Type Typical length Description / purpose

Communication 1-5 pgs. • Original research article with narrow scope.
• Often used to communicate a particularly exciting result, and

followed by a full-length article.

Conference  
Proceedings

Varies • Article corresponds to a presentation given by the same author  
at a scientific conference.

• Structure / length / rigor can vary greatly by field.
• More common in some fields than others.

Full-length
article^

5-20 pgs. • Original research article with broader scope and more detailed
description and analyses than a communication.

• Usually tells a “full story”.

Perspective 10-20 pgs. • Summarizes key studies on chosen topic, but usually with  
narrower focus than a Review.

• Larger emphasis on “connecting the dots” and identifying key
challenges and opportunities related to the topic.

• Usually doesn’t contain original research results.

Review Article 15-35 pgs. • Comprehensive overview of a topic; typically includes a high-
level introduction and exhaustive summary of key studies.

• Doesn’t include original research results.
• Great starting point for familiarizing yourself with a new topic.

^ Most common type of journal article (focus of our discussion today)



Academic Journal Articles: What and Why

Why?: What are the purposes of journal articles?
1. Knowledge dissemination. Important channel for researchers to  

communicate their findings with the broader research community & beyond.

2. Means of assigning credit for new discoveries.  Journal articles are a major
form of “currency” in the research / academic communities.

Idea or
Hypothesis

Experiments  
&        

Simulations
Findings Articles &  

presentations

Companies, Policy  
makers, media,  
professionals, and  
other researchers,
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Textbooks, new or 
better  products,  
policies, &  
behaviors that  
shape the world
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Today’s objective: Make the tasks for finding,  
reading, and evaluating journal articles  
significantly easier.

We will achieve this by discussing:

1. the “What” and “Why” of journal articles

2. how journal articles are typically structured

3. how to search for journal articles

4. tips for reading, evaluating, and archiving journal  

articles



2. Structure of a Typical Journal Article*

I. Title / heading information

II. Abstract

III. Introduction

IV.Methods

V. Results & Discussion

VI.Conclusion

VII.Supporting information (separate document)

VIII. Acknowledgements

IX. References

*varies by article type / field, but this is typical of full length articles across many SETM fields
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Why is this important?!  
Knowing the structure of  an 
article can make you a  much 
more efficient  reader. (this is 
not your fav. fiction book!)
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I. Title / heading information “corresponding” author

Descriptive  
title

1st author

2nd authors

Journal
information

Author  
affiliations

Corresponding  
author contact info

page #
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II. Abstract:

Abstract
~ 1 paragraph

a succinct summary of the contents and key  
findings that are described in the article.

• You can think of the abstract as an “extended title”
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Purposes:

^Introductions sometimes include 1 figure as well.

Paragraph 1: Defines topic area and
identifies the main problem or open
question(s) that motivate the study.

Paragraph 2-3: Identify previously  
applied approaches to address the  
problem / answer the question,  
highlighting key insights & short-
comings of past research efforts.

Paragraph 4-5: States the new  
approach or hypothesis that is the  
basis of the current article and  
clearly states differences /potential  
advantages over previous work.

Paragraph 6: Give a brief preview of  
the article content and/or hint at  
the key results to be presented.

III. Introduction
Typical structure^:

Restate topic area and identify the
motivation for carrying out the research.

Explain the background  and previous
work related to the topic of interest.  
Many citations for other related articles  
are often found here.

Explains how the study is novel/original.

**** Important****

Brief outline to let the reader know the  
order of content to be presented.

(optional)



IV. Methods
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• Location: Usually found after the introduction in full articles, but  
may also appear at the end of the article (e.g. shorter articles).

• Purpose: this section includes the important details that other  
researchers will need to know in order to reproduce the results  
presented in the paper.

• Types of information included:
➢ Procedures for synthesizing materials and chemicals,

including where raw materials were purchased.
➢ Instruments used (make, model, parameters used)
➢ Characterization procedures
➢ Software packages used (esp. for computational work) and

settings employed for analysis / modeling.

(Sometimes called “materials and methods”)



V. Results & discussion*
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• This is the “body” of the paper.
• Usually the longest section, often split into sub-sections.
• The majority of the figures/tables/data should be presented  

in this section of the paper.
• Generally, the results & the discussion section:

• Present results: includes text that describes the data provided in
figures and tables and/or explains equations/derivations.

• Points out how the data/findings are consistent or inconsistent with  
hypotheses and previously published work. How do the findings  
compare?

• Discusses the significance of the observed findings, and points out  
unanswered questions and challenges.

• Discusses next steps and/or alternate approaches and hypotheses  
that are suggested from the findings of the paper.

*most papers tend to present results, then discuss them. Sometimes resultsand  
discussion are split into two separate sections.



VI. Conclusions
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• Location: End of the article, usually right before the references.

• Length: 1-2 paragraphs.

• Content: Often contains a succinct summary of the work  
conducted, but good conclusions also tend to highlight the key  
findings and their significance for future research or applications.

(Sometimes called “summary”)
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VII. Supporting Information

• aka “supplemental  
information” or SI.

• Separate document that  
must be downloaded from  
webpage for article.

• Contains data, derivations,  
and/or analyses that were  
secondary in importance  
compared to those  
included in the main  
article.

• Commonly noted on the
last page of the article.

20
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VIII. Acknowledgements

Contents:
-Funding sources
-Key resources
-Names of other  
scientists who  
contributed (but not  
enough to be listed  
as an author)
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IX. References

Most journals in the  
chemical/physical sciences  
use inline citation #’s and  
include the reference  
information as a list at the  
end of the article.
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Today’s objective: Make the tasks for finding,  
reading, and evaluating journal articles  
significantly easier.

We will achieve this by discussing:

1. the “What” and “Why” of journal articles

2. how they are typically structured

3. how to search for journal articles

4. tips for reading, evaluating, and archiving journal  

articles
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3. Searching for Journal Articles: Where to Start?

A. Jinha, Learned Publishing, 23:258–263 (2010)

“Ware reports a [compound annual]  
growth rate in article output of roughly  
3% per year. This produces a doublingtime  
of just under 24 years.”



3. Searching for Journal Articles: Where to Start?
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3. Searching for Journal Articles

2. Databases /search engines.

1. Ask your mentor / advisor for articles/journals to get you started.

https://clio.columbia.edu/databases#

~ 0.5 billion
articles!

1,500
databases

Note: Many journals are behind paywalls, but  
(i.) you have access to most of them through CU
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(ii) there is a movement towards “open access”.

https://clio.columbia.edu/databases


3. Searching for Journal Articles
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2. Data bases /search engines (continued)

• Web of Science (WOS) *
• Google Scholar (links to WOS)
• ResearchGate (Database + social network)

• Many freely available pdfs.

• Many others

3. Additional tools / information sources:

• CU Libraries Research Guides by Subject
• Twitter: follow your favorite journals
• RSS feed or aggregator (e.g. Feedly)
• Reddit (more discussion)
• Popular press articles

https://library.columbia.edu/services/subject-guides.html


3. Searching for Journal Articles

• Web of Science (WOS) *
• Google Scholar (links to WOS)
• ResearchGate (Database + social network)

• Many freely available pdfs.

2. Data bases /search engines.

• Many others

3. Additional tools / media:

• Twitter: follow your favorite journals
• RSS feed or aggregator (e.g. Feedly)
• Reddit (more discussion)
• Popular press articles

• More detailed search options
• Direct links to CU- accessible articles

behind paywalls.
• Lots of great features (including link

to google scholar)

Why focus on WOS?
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• Useful for “quick & dirty” search.
• Also gives links to article pdfs 

when you log in through CU.
• Useful library/archive feature

Why use Google Scholar?



Google Scholar Homepage

Make sure that 
you sign in 
through your CU 
gmail account to 
get access to 
articles behind 
paywalls!

Some useful features like retrieving articles that 
you’ve previously bookmarked /saved to your library



Google Scholar (cont.)

Retrieve 
pdf here or 
in article

Refine your 
search / 
sort



Link to access Web of Science through Columbia (requires uni log-in):

http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio10620670

Web of Science Homepage
Create your  
own account

Type your  
query here
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http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio10620670


Web of Science: Setting up a Search

logic statements (And, Or, Not) to place in front  
of each search term.

Press to initiate search
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Web of Science: Search Results

Enter additional  
search terms

Filter by
article type

Sorting
options

Search terms  
highlighted

32
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Web of Science: Search Results

Check these  
before  
downloading

Click this to go to journal website to download article pdf

Links to
Related
articles



Miscellaneous useful tools within WOS
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• Save searches

• Come back to your search later on.

• Citation alerts

• Receive an email whenever an article you like is cited by another.

• “Suggest a correction” form

• Submit a note to WOS/author that you’ve found an error in their article.



Deciding to Read an Article
1. Read the title and abstract, and decide if it is worth reading the article  

further.

2. How recent is the article?

3. Has it been cited many times? (be careful!)

-May indicate that other researchers found it useful/important.

3.Is it published in a reputable, commonly-read journal?

• “Impact factor” is one consideration (be careful!).

4.Altmetrics^: alternative article metric that attempts to gauge scholarly impact  
by quantitative analysis of social media and news media activity.

Altmetrics give you a measure  
of the level of “buzz” around  
that article.

^Read more about altmetrics at
https://www.altmetric.com/
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http://www.altmetric.com/
http://www.altmetric.com/
http://www.altmetric.com/
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Today’s objective: Make the tasks for finding,  
reading, and evaluating journal articles  
significantly easier.

We will achieve this by discussing:

1. the “What” and “Why” of journal articles

2. how they are typically structured

3. how to search for journal articles

4. tips for reading, evaluating, and archiving journal  

articles



4. How Should you Read a Journal Article?
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• It depends!
• How well do you know the field?
• How important is this article to your work?



How Should you Read a Journal Article?
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• For beginning researchers….
1. Read the introduction to understand the purpose of the

study and how it fits in with other studies in the field.
2. Look up unfamiliar terms, take note of cited articles.
3. Carefully read the results & discussion to help you  

understand the data being presented.
4. Read the conclusions.
5. Evaluate what you’ve read, and write down questions that  

you can ask your mentors.

Time commitment: Reading a full length article and  
understanding most of the findings /conclusions may take 1-3  
hours for a novice researcher or someone entering a new field.



How should you read a Journal Article?
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• For expert researchers….
1. Skim the introduction
2. Look closely at figures and tables
3. Read associated sections of methods, results &  

discussion, on an as-needed basis.
4. Check that your interpretation is consistent with stated

conclusions.
5. Evaluate what you’ve read (next slide)

Time commitment: Reading a full length article and  
understanding most of the findings /conclusions may  
take 5-15 minutes for an expert researcher.



Evaluating an Article that you’ve Read
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Questions to ask yourself…..

• Novelty: Is it novel? If yes, to what extent? Does it  
acknowledge/cite related prior articles?

• Quality: Are the conclusions supported by sound logic and  
backed-up by the data/analysis? Is the presented data self-
consistent?

• Impact: Do the key findings greatly alter conventional thinking
and/or have big implications for real-world applications, or are
they incremental?

• *Your research*: Did the article give you new insights about  
your research topic or ideas for new experiments / analyses that  
you could do?



Archiving Articles (and Evaluations)

• Record notes/evaluations. Consider annotating directly within pdf file or  
paper copy, or have a separate log, note cards, or text file where you jot  
down key points that you may want to recall later.

• Archiving papers: Organization is crucial for saving time down the road when
you have 100’s-1000’s of articles.

i.) Directly save pdfs in sub-folders. if you do this make sure  
that you have a common naming scheme so that you can  
efficiently find the article later on:

e.g. “Smith 2015 JACS (Synthesis of Chemical X).pdf”  

ii.) Software: Consider copying paper into Reference  

manager software such as Endnote (Columbia has license),

Mendeley, or Zotero*; Google Scholar is also ok for  
archiving. These platforms contain Search features that can  
scan through the entire pdfs and are great for when you  
reach the paper-writing stage of your research career.

* Columbia Libraries offers training workshops on Zotero

solar cells

Bulk TFPV 3-Gen

CdTe a-Si CIGS
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Conclusions
1. Journal articles play a critical role in the advancement of science and  

its translation into real-world technologies and actions.

Idea or
Hypothesis

Experiments  
&        

Simulations
Findings Articles &  

presentations

Companies, Policy  
makers, media,  
professionals, and  
other researchers,

New or better  
products,  
policies, &  
behaviors that  
shape the world
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Conclusions
1. Journal articles play a critical role in the advancement of science and  

its translation into real-world technologies and actions.

2. For beginning researchers, they are also great resources for learning  
new material and helping you plan your experiments / calculations.
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Conclusions
1. Journal articles play a critical role in the advancement of science and  

its translation into real-world technologies and actions.

2. For beginning researchers, they are also great resources for learning  
new material and helping you plan your experiments / calculations.

3. Finding, reading, and evaluating articles can be overwhelming, tedious,  
and slow for beginners, but with practice and proper use of available  
resources, reading journal articles will hopefully feel

more like this: …………………. and less like this:
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1. Upcoming Columbia Library workshops that build off of what you’ve seen today:
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html

June 17th: “Let's Use CLIO To Find Everything You Need For Research“
June 18th: “Finding Data and Managing YourData”
June 18th: “Let's Read Academic Texts for Research“
June 30th: “ONLINE: Getting Started With Zotero” (ref. management)
July 7th: “ONLINE: Zotero Citation and Resource Management Software“

2. CU Libraries Research Data Services: https://library.columbia.edu/services/research-
data-services.html
Support and consultation for research data needs (finding data, analysis, visualization,)
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Additional Resources

https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html#guid%3DCAL-00bb9e25-726eedf2-0172-710a3cad-00003f81events%40columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html#guid%3DCAL-00bb9e28-72a79911-0172-a932145a-00002963events%40columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html#guid%3DCAL-00bb9e28-72a79911-0172-aa1874df-00004d1fevents%40columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html#guid%3DCAL-00bb9e28-72982577-0172-9a74b7a6-00004f14events%40columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/using-libraries/workshops.html#guid%3DCAL-00bb9e25-726eedf2-0172-7119bda5-00004171events%40columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/services/research-data-services.html
https://library.columbia.edu/services/research-data-services.html


Questions?

de2300@columbia.eduProf. Esposito:

Columbia University Libraries

CU- Ask a Librarian: https://library.columbia.edu/services/askalibrarian.html
(call, chat, email, or make an appointment with a specialist)

William B. Vanti
Science & Engineering Librarian
Science, Engineering, & Social Sciences Libraries  
wbv2101@columbia.edu
(212) 851-7138
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mailto:de2300@columbia.edu
https://library.columbia.edu/services/askalibrarian.html
mailto:wbv2101@columbia.edu


Emerging Trends to Keep an Eye On
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• Time to publication is getting shorter
• More journals are becoming “Open Access”

• Articles are freely availability to all
• Altmetrics enabled by social media and other data  

mining software are becoming more common.
• More journals… review articles and aggregators

are becoming even more important.


